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### Title:
**Kho and Alindogan vs. Hon. Makalintal and National Bureau of Investigation**

### Facts:
On May 15,  1990,  NBI agents  applied for  search warrants  against  Benjamin V.  Kho’s
residences in Paranaque, following surveillance based on tips about illegal firearms and
“chop-chop” vehicles  storage.  The Metropolitan Trial  Court  of  Paranaque,  under Judge
Roberto L. Makalintal, issued Search Warrant Nos. 90-11 to 90-15. Searches on May 16
resulted in the seizure of firearms, explosives, unregistered radio equipment, vehicles, and a
motorcycle.  Petitioners Kho and Elizabeth Alindogan contested these searches,  arguing
issues on the warrants’ legality but were denied by Judge Makalintal on July 26, 1990.

### Issues:
1. Were the search warrants issued based on probable cause?
2. Did the warrants violate constitutional bans against general warrants?
3. Were the search warrants issued with procedural correctness?
4. Were the objects seized legally possessed?
5. Did the enforcement of the search warrants comply with legal requirements?

### Court’s Decision:
1. **Probable Cause**: The Court found there was probable cause, based on surveillance
and witness testimonies indicating the premises contained illegal firearms and vehicles.
2.  **General  Warrants**:  The Court  ruled that  the  warrants  were not  general,  as  the
descriptions, while broad, were permissible due to the circumstances.
3. **Procedural Correctness**: The examination process by Judge Makalintal was deemed
sufficient, having asked pertinent questions required to establish probable cause.
4. **Legally Possessed Objects**: On the legality of possessions, the Court sidestepped,
focusing on the warrants’ validity and not on the legality of the seizure or the possessions’
statuses.
5. **Enforcement Compliance**: The Court declared the manner of warrant enforcement
wasn’t relevant to the Motion to Quash, which was concerned with the warrants’ issuance,
not their execution.

### Doctrine:
–  **General  Warrants**:  The  decision  reinforced  that  a  warrant  doesn’t  need  minute
specifics  as  long as  it  reasonably  specifies  the items to  be seized based on what  the
applicants could know at the time of application.
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– **Probable Cause Determination**: The ruling restated that probable cause is evaluated
based on the information available to the judge at the warrant application’s time, rooted in
judicious inquiry.

### Class Notes:
– **Probable Cause**:  Determined by the judge based on the totality of  circumstances
presented, including witness testimonials and evidence showing the likelihood of criminal
activity.
– **General Warrants**: A warrant must reasonably specify the items to be seized; it cannot
be overly broad or vague, but exact precision is not required if it’s not feasible.
– **Search and Seizure Procedure**: The validity of a search warrant’s issuance is separate
from how the search was conducted; complaints about the latter are addressed through
different means.
– **Motion to Quash**: Targets the legal basis for a warrant’s issuance, not the behavior of
officers conducting the search or the eventual use of seized items in prosecution.

### Historical Background:
This case delves into the critical balance between state power in crime prevention and
individual rights to privacy and due process. The context of rising concerns over illegal
firearms and vehicles in the Philippines heightened law enforcement vigilance but also
amplified scrutiny over the adherence to constitutional safeguards in searches and seizures.
The resolution underscored the judiciary’s role in reviewing law enforcement’s breadth in
applying search warrants, reiterating established guardrails against potential abuses.


